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ER/PR
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Thompson, Robert
Monday, JUly 30, 20072:31 PM
Deborah Gregory; Melissa Sullivan; Pritchard, Rolf
Fwd: ER/PR Spreadsheet

ER/PR Spreadsheettxt

Here are a couple of emails that led to the request to NLCHI. The attached
were given to a couple of our staff in order to extract certain data from EH records.
After one meeting it was clear to the staff that the data was not organized sufficiently.
So I sent the attached to NLCHI and asked Mike Barron to take on the work of constructing
a database. I also sent him another email, which I will send to you after this one.
These documents form our request, following which they developed the Scoping Document,
which you already have.

Robert

Robert Thompson
Deputy Minister
Department of Health and Community Services Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709-729-3125

»> Robert Thompson 6/12/2007 11:23 PM »>
Please email the attached to Mike Barron with a note saying

.Like:

These are the core questions or outputs I am seeking. The database should be constructed
to get these outputs. I will send another email on some thoughts on database structure.

Robert

Robert Thompson
Deputy Minister
Department of Health and Community Services Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709-729-3125
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Thompson, Robert

From:
ent:

(0:
Subject:

Moira:

Thompson, Robert
Monday, June 11, 2007 11: 19 AM
Moira Hennessey; Mundon, Tansy
ER/PR Spreadsheet

The following are the results I would like to see from review of the spreadsheet.

A.) While I do not know what data fields will be on the spreadsheet, the essential
question we need to answer is whether there is sufficient data to conclude that every
patient of the 763 living patients who had samples re-tested were either: 1) notified by
telephone in October 2005, or 2) notified as soon as they were added to the list after
October 2005, or 3) if their results were already back from Mount Sinai when the phone
calls were started, notified by their physician who had received the results from eastern
Health.

Prepare a table which lists the above categories. If there are patients that fall outside
these categories, the table should include additional categories to describe the
circumstances of the other patients (e.g., insufficient data to determine whether called;
never called; data went to doctor but no record of patient called, etc.)

B.) It would also be helpful to have a table which identifies the weekly or monthly
growth in the number of samples sent off to Mount Sinai, for the entire group.

c.) For the period after October 24, 2005, it would also be useful to have explanations
as to why each case was added. For example, blocks of samples arrived from Western,
~abrador, etc. Or the block of samples for re-testing the ventana system. Or phone calls

rom people who saw the advertisements.

D.) If the spreadsheet also includes data on the contacts with patients when results
carne back from Mount Sinai, compile a table which describes the timing of when patients
received their results, and how the patients were informed (e.g. letter, call from EH,
call from doctor). The table should also include categories for patients that were never
informed (I assume there were none), and for any cases where the data is not complete.

E.) At the outset, please check if the spreadsheet includes data for the Western and
Central patients showing whether or not they were telephoned in October 2005 or shortly
thereafter by staff of those two health boards. If the spreadsheet does not contain that
data, we will need to go to the two boards and request similar spreadsheets.

Robert

Robert Thompson
Deputy Minister
Department of Health and Community Services Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709-729-3125
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